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André Lefevere, as one of the major figures of “cultural turn” in translation
studies, investigated translation from socio-cultural perspective and stressed the
extra-textual factors that manipulate the production of translation. Nickname in
Shuihuzhuan, originated from historical figures, anecdotes, legends, weapons, dialects,
and other cultural elements, has revealed its research value in literary translation and
cultural transmission. Therefore, this thesis is intended to adopt Lefevere’s theory to
conduct a study of four English translations of nicknames in Shuihuzhuan so as to
examine the efficacy of Lefevere’s rewriting theory and explore translation strategies
adopted by translators under four manipulations.
Firstly, this thesis elaborates on four manipulations on translation, including
ideology, poetics, Universe of Discourse, and language and explores their associated
meaning and interrelation in translation studies. Then, after making classifications on
all nickname translations in four translated versions of Shuihuzhuan, on one hand, this
thesis verifies that all four manipulations have exerted their influence on nickname
translation, and the manipulation of language takes the largest proportion while
poetological manipulation takes the least; on the other hand, it demonstrates that
translator’s ideology and poetics have been established upon several aspects, and
translator’s choices on how to deal with Universe of Discourse elements and linguistic
convention in original text reveal translation strategies under these manipulations.
Accordingly, this thesis concludes that Lefevere’s rewriting theory is applicable
to analyze and guide nickname translation. Nickname translation, as part of cultural
translation, has been manipulated by ideology, poetics, Universe of Discourse and
language. Its translation strategies reveal translator’s reaction under these
manipulations. Besides, since manipulations would adapt as society and culture
develop, it is always possible and necessary to retranslate literary works.
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With rapid development of society, China has more and more cultural communication
with other countries, but China does not gain a firm foothold as a strong nation. One
important reason is that there is no one modernized version of Chinese culture
thoroughly understood by the whole world (张文平 , 2010: 106). Therefore, in order
to promote Chinese culture abroad and enhance its international status, this thesis, in
“Chinese culture’s going-global” orientation, makes a research on Lefevere’s
rewriting theory and its application in literary translation. In the thesis, the first
chapter will introduce the following aspects: background of the translation of Chinese
classics, purpose of the research, significance of the research, and layout of the thesis.
1.1 Research Background
In order to realize China’s modernization cause, Chinese government puts forward a
series of strategies to promote cultural communication, and many Chinese classics
have been translated into different languages. As a result, more and more scholars
have paid their attention to the study of translation of Chinese classics in recent years.
For translators and translation researchers, it is an opportunity as well as a challenge
to translate Chinese classics and get them understood, accepted and appreciated by
foreign readers. Among all Chinese classics, Four Great Classical Novels have been
translated and studied the most. They are Xiyouji (Journey to the West), Hongloumeng
（A Dream in Red Mansions）, Sanguoyanyi (Romance of the Three Kingdoms) and
Shuihuzhuan.
Ever since 19th century, Xiyouji has been translated into more than ten languages
including English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Slovakian, Russian, Czech,
Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, among others. The first English selected translation，















published in Qing Dynasty. Since then, Xiyouji has over thirty English translation
versions including selected translation, abridged translation, condensed translation,
compiled translation and complete translation, etc. Monkey, translated by Arthur
Waley and published in 1942, was an abridged translation version well accepted in
Western countries. There are two complete English versions: The Journey to the West
(1977-1983) by Yu Guofan, and Journey to the West (2003) by W. J. F. Jenner. (王丽
萍 , 2013: 115-116) Hongloumeng also has many translation versions. It has 22
Japanese translation versions, 14 Korean translation versions, and 16 English
complete translation versions since 1830. The well-acknowledged versions are ones
translated by David Hawkes and his son-in-law, and by Yang Xianyi and Gladys B.
Tayler. (刘泽权、刘艳红, 2013: 127-128) Sanguoyanyi has been translated into over
20 languages. The earliest version is Japanese one published in 1689-1692 in
Wenshan, Hunan province. The first abridged English version, The Death of Famous
Prime Minister Dongzhuo, was translated by P. P. Thomas and got published on Asian
Magazine in 1820. The most popular complete English versions are ones translated by
C. H. Brewitt-Taylor and by Moss Roberts separately. Taylor’s version got published
in 1925, and Roberts’ version got published in 1976, 1992 and 1999. (王丽娜、杜维沫,
2006: 70-85)
Shuihuzhuan, as the first novel written in vernacular, is a great epic in Chinese
literature, so it, at early times, has been translated into Japanese, French, German,
Russian, Latin, English and other foreign languages. According to the research of
Doctor Tan Ruqian, Chinese University of Hong Kong, up to 1978, Shuihuzhuan has
33 Japanese versions, which is No. 1 among all Japanese translation works of Chinese
ancient literary, historical and philosophical works. The earliest translation version in
Western literature is French version published in 1850. Based on Wang Lina’s
statistics, apart from Japanese versions, Shuihuzhuan has 32 translation versions: one
Latin version, ten English versions, five French versions, one Italian version, two
Russian versions, two Hungarian versions, one Czech version, one Polish version,















version. Take English version as an example, during the past 80 years from 1933 to
2002, there are four English complete translation versions: All Men Are Brothers
(1933) with 70 chapters by American scholar Pearl S. Buck; Water Margin (1937)
with 70 chapters by British scholar J. H. Jackson; Outlaws of the Marsh (1980) with
100 chapters by American Chinese Sidney Sharipo; The Marshes of Mount Liang
(1994-2002) with 120 chapters by John and Alex Dent-Young. (刘克强, 2013: 16)
With more and more Chinese classical literature works translated into foreign
languages, these translation versions, as products of cultural communication, have
also made contribution to the understanding among different nations. Meanwhile, it
also means that cultural translation has become more and more important in Chinese
translation field. However, academic studies on cultural translation of Four Great
Classical Works are far from satisfaction. Wang Liping, in A Comprehensive Study on
Translation of Xiyouji: Review and Prospect (2013), points out that there was only
one study on the translation of Xiyouji before 2005, and though more studies have
been carried out in recent years, it is still not enough on the whole. When studying on
the “going-global” of Hongloumeng, Liu Zequan and Liu Yanhong (2013: 127-131)
mentions that 93% researches on Hongloumeng are qualitative researches and most
studies center on translator style and translation strategies in a single-faceted way.
Chen Jianghong, in Major Problems and Suggestions on English Translation of
Sanguoyanyi (2014: 134-135), states that most scholars adopted the latest theories to
analyze the translation of Sanguoyanyi, but neglected the study on the translation of
historical theme and Zhang Hui titles. As for the translation study of Shuihuzhuan,
there are even less attention and efforts. Xu Yan (2008: 87-91) thinks that the
translation study of Shuihuzhuan is still at inception phase since the scope and depth
of the study are not enough, and some studies are fragmented and far from
systematic.
Therefore, the writer believes that the study of translation of Chinese classical
works should jump out of pure texts and stress on elements out of texts. That is to say,















make creative extension of source text and present it in target language within
acceptable limits.
1.2 Research Questions
Among Four Great Classical Novels, Shuihuzhuan is special in its vernacular and has
the most translation versions at quite early times. Compared with the other three
works, Shuihuzhuan is similar to Hongloumeng which has been studied the most by
scholars at home and abroad as it contains a lot of Chinese special symbols and
cultural anecdotes. Meanwhile, Shuihuzhuan, in contrast to Xiyouji and Sanguoyanyi,
is more closely related to common people’s life, so it has more readers in modern
times. Therefore, this thesis aims to discuss on cultural translation by using texts in
Shuihuzhuan, but the conclusion is suitable to all literary works.
However, Shuihuzhuan has different Chinese and English versions. As for
Chinese versions, based on the variation of Chinese, it has simplified and traditional
versions; based on the amount of chapters, it has the versions with 70 chapters, 100
chapters, or 120 chapters respectively. Here the writer extracts texts from
Shuihuzhuan with 70 chapters reviewed by Jin Shengtan which is largely welcomed
by Chinese readers. As for English versions, there are four complete translation
versions which have been mentioned above. Here the writer makes a data analysis on
nickname translation to discuss four manipulations on cultural translation. Besides,
the translation skills in dealing with cultural elements in four translated versions have
attracted more scholars’ attention, which shows its research value in cultural aspect.
Therefore, based on Lefevere’s theory which focuses on the interaction between
culture and translation, this thesis probes into several questions: 1) What are
extra-textual influences on translators? 2) Will translators be influenced by
manipulation factors when they conduct nickname translation? 3) How do translators
















1.3 The Significance of This Study
The thesis is intended to conduct a data analysis on nickname translation of four
English versions of Shuihuzhuan under the framework of Lefevere’s rewriting theory
in order to understand better four manipulations on translators in cultural translation
process. The significance of this thesis lies in three aspects.
Firstly, Shuihuzhuan, as one of Four Great Classical Novels, presents Chinese
culture, history and philosophy in a vivid way. Its translation exerts great influence on
cultural communication between China and the outside in many aspects including
literature, politics, military, and arts, among others. Foreign readers could understand
China’s present and future after knowing more about China’s past in a comprehensive
way. This is a path to promote Chinese culture abroad. Besides, although this thesis
only discusses on Chinese-English translation, its conclusions and methods can be
applied to translation between other languages.
Secondly, although Lefevere’s rewriting theory has been widely applied to
analyze and guide the translation of literary works, it is uncertain whether this theory
is still applicable to analyzing and guiding nickname multiple-word nicknames. This
thesis, after collecting data and making a detailed analysis, proves the efficacy of
Lefevere’s rewriting theory and provides some guidance on cultural translation.
Thirdly, cultural elements are important part in any literary works, so how to
translate those elements and transfer cultural meaning in target language is a question
that translators should consider consciously or unconsciously. Nickname, as a vivid
carrier of culture, embodies politics, economics, military, common life, religion,
customs, language, etc. in a certain period. It has played an important role in Chinese
literary works, especially in Shuihuzhuan. This thesis, by introducing Lefevere’s
rewriting theory, explores the manipulation of ideology, poetics, Universe of
Discourse, and language on nickname translation, which not only deepens the
understanding of Lefevere’s theory, but also provides a new perspective for nickname
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